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“  What we offer is unique to the  
restaurant and hospitality industry. ”

1.  Made in the U.S.A.

2.  We are passionate about every project.

3. Our team includes designers with real restaurant experience.

4.  We manufacture our own furniture line that is the foundation.

5.  We have excellent leadership and organization.

6.  We study your local demographics when planning your interior.

7.  We have total respect for your budget.

8.  We have the vision, talent, and track record to make projects succeed. 

U.S.A. Made

Why Vitro?

Vitro  Seating Products is not only  
a marketer, but the manufacturer of  
virtually all items represented in this  
catalog. For this reason, you will find  
our pricing to be most reasonable  
and our quality, unequaled!
      Since our inception in 1929, Vitro  
has continued to provide a diverse  
line of products, concentrating on  
the ability to produce a “total package”  
which includes booths, chairs, tables,  
bases, and complete design services.

Our location in St.Louis, Missouri, offers  
an excellent shipping point, and we are  
one of just a few manufacturers that  
pass our high volume freight discounts  
on to our customers.
     We are looking forward to working  
on your seating project, and encourage  
you to request Vitro Seating Products  
when specifying furniture for your  
restaurant and hospitality needs.
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Production
Vitro Seating Product's factory has 135,000 ft 2  
of constant in - house production. 
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1

2

3

Essential Package  
Project Consultation, Space Planning / Sq. Ft. Optimization 

Furniture Layout ( CAD ), Color Concept Board,  

Furniture Quotation, Project Assistance.

Additional Services  
Artistic Rendering, Logo / Identity System, Graphic Design  

Services ( Menus, Signage, etc. ), Wall Elevations ( F ull Color  ),

Color Analysis / Color Board, Coordination / Warehouse Fee.

Exclusive Package  
Project Consultation, Design Concept Development,  

Space Planning / Sq. Ft. Optimization, Furniture Layout ( CAD ),  

Color Concept Board, Furniture / Millwork Quotation,  

Finish Selection ( Walls, Flooring, Ceiling  ), Job Site Coordination 

With Items Specified & Supplied, Project Assistance.

Please call ( 314 ) 241 - 2265 for design services  
and packages.

www.vitroseating.com

Furniture LayoutColor Rendering

Color Board

Design Packages
Quality manufacturing complimenting 
professional design services.
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Contact Information 
 

Toll Free Phone: 1.800.325.7093  

Toll Free Fax: 1.800.476.2258  

Local Phone: 314.241.2265

Local Fax: 314.241.8723 

 Email: mail@vitroseating.com  

www.vitroseating.com 
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½ Circle Booth½ Circle Booth

Wallbench Wallbench 

¾ Circle Booth ¾ Circle Booth 

Booth: Chevie (CH - 1)

Shown on page: 22

Booth

Booth: Hollywood
(HW - 4300)

Shown on page: 24

Booth: Elite (EL - 4300)

Shown on page: 22

Info.

Single Booth

Vitro offers a 
variety of booth 
configurations, 
including 
customized 
circle & 
wallbench 
combinations. 
See price list 
for additional 
information.

Booth

Single Booth

Double BoothDouble Booth

¼ Circle Booth¼ Circle Booth

Booth: Midway 
(MD - 1000) (Smooth 
Back)

Shown on page: 14

Info.

Booth: Midway 
(MD - 1000) (Smooth 
Back)

Shown on page: 14

Booth: Vintage (V - 4300)

Shown on page: 23
Custom shapes 
are available 
as well.  See 
example on 
page 25.
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MD-4000  (4 Panel)

MD-3000  (3  Panel)

MidWay Booths
All Midway (MD) booths are available in 
singles and doubles.

- Shown in Beige

- Only available  in 36” H and 44” L

- Manufactured with no top cap

MidWay Booths

MD-1000  (Smooth  Back)
Shown in Black

All Midway (MD) booths are available in 
singles and doubles.

Available Colors For Midway Booths

CRANBERRY Beige BlackDark GreenSaddle

Only available in 36” H and 44” L.  
Manufactured with no top cap.

Black

- Shown in Saddle

- Only available  in 36” H and 44” L

- Manufactured with no top cap
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Serenade  (SD - 1) Serenade  (SD - 6)

Booths

Shown with optional 
wood top cap and full end panels

Booths

Gateway  (GY - 1) Horizon  (HZ - 1)

Ozark  (oz - 1) Sierra  (sr - 1 )
Shown with optional two colors Shown with optional two colors

Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

*Shown with Seranade (SD - 1) Half  Circle Booth

���

��
���������
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Gravois  (GV - 1) Gravois  (GV - 3 - 5)

Booths

Shown with optional wood top cap and end panelsShown with optional three colors

Booths

Lockhaven  (LH - 2 - LSB) Lockhaven  (lh - 1 - wtc)

Fenton  (Fn - 1) Fenton  (FN - 4 - wtc)
Shown with optional two colors Shown with optional wood top cap

Shown with optional three colors and wood top capShown with optional two colors and laminated top cap, 
end panels, and subbase

Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

*Shown with Custom Gravois Booths
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Tufted Seat Top

OZark  (oz - 5) Ozark  (OZ  -  7)

Booths

48" H Ozark Booth
(Image shown reflects cutom 
84" L Wallbench)

42" H Ozark Booth
(Image shown reflects custom, 
non-standard extended back)

Ozark  (oz  -  6  -  7)
Shown with wood top cap, full end panels, and 

48” height

Booths

Norwood  
(nw - 5 - ct - ucs)

Norwood  
(nw - 5 - ucs - wsb)

Waiting  settee
(s - tt) (S-ST)

42” height standardShown with two optional colors and standard 
42” height standard 

6” wood gallery

Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

OTTOMAN 
(OT-100)  (OT-200)

Outside curved section (OT - 100)
Inside round section (OT - 200)

Shown with optional contrasting welt
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RETRO Booths
Malibu  (MB - 4300)

Vintage  (V - 4300)

Malibu Chair: pg. 46

Malibu Barstool: pg. 71

Vintage Chair: pg. 46

Vintage Barstool: pg. 71

RETRO Booths
Odyssey  (OD - 6000)

Shown with optional accent piping and buttons

Streamliner  (ST - 4300)

Single  Double

Chevie  (Ch - 1) Elite  (el - 4300)
Shown with optional acrylic gallery

ADD YOUR 
LOGO HERE!

 Call factory for more info.

Elite Chair: pg. 46

Elite Barstool: pg. 71

Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com
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Hollywood  (Hw - 4300)

Bel-Air  (BA - 4300)

Hollywood Chair: pg. 46

Hollywood Barstool: pg. 71

RETRO Booths RETRO Booths

Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com Upholstery options can be found on our website, vitroseating.com

vette  (VT - 4300) Malibu  II  (MB2 - 4300)

MERCURY  (MC - 4300) Continental  (CT - 4300)

¾ circle booth shown
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Chairs

Innovations

Vitro highlights its latest collection of seating products entitled Innovations. We invite you 

to innovate your style by combining our huge selection of vinyl and fabric choices, a variety 

of powder coat paint finishes and wood stains consisting of mahogany, dark mahogany, 

natural, walnut, cherry and black. Vitro’s insistence on quality construction is solidly at work 

here, with heavy  duty butyrate glides, 1¼″ heavy  gauge steel tubing, and 1¼″ pulled seats 

standard on every chair and stool in the Innovations series.

INN - 2100 INN - 2200 INN - 2300

INN - 2400 INN - 2500 INN - 2600

Chairs
INN - 2500 Chair at Anthonino’s Taverna 
in St. Louis, MO.

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Shown with optional wood seat

Matching stools can be 
found on pages 50 - 52

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.
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Cafe stools can be found on page 53
Check Pricelist for extra features

Chairs (cafe) Chairs (cafe)

Market

MKT - 100
Black frame and natural wood finish only

Park

Madison

MAD - 100

1155

Shell Colors
(1155 & 1156)

1155
Shown with optional chrome frame

Stackable

MAnHATTAN

Cafe stools can be found on page 53 
Check Pricelist for extra features

PRK - 100 Mocha PRK - 100 Black MAN - 200

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Palmer

PLM - 100

TUCKER

Tuk - 100

Powder paint frames only

1156

1156

Hampton

HPN - 100
Available in chrome or powder paint

Shown painted with cardinal red
Aluminum

Also available in Sandalwood

MAD - 242 WF

Steel

Navy BlueBurnt Orange Crimson Prairie YellowJet Black TurquoiseFog Gray White

Standard Colors
Premium Colors

Additional charges apply
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Chairs

Manhattan

Hand crafted solid hardwood chairs and stools compliment any bar or 

restaurant setting. Rich stains with heavy duty lacquer enhance the beauty 

and style. Durable nail in glides protect floors and carpets. Adding optional 

brass footrests to the stool offers an upscale look.

Man - 250  ps3 Man - 250  PS4

Chairs

Mahogany BlackDark Mahogany

Natural

Walnut

Cherry

Wood Finishes

MAN - 140

Manhattan

Available in cherry, mahogany, 
natural, walnut, black, and dark 

mahogany

MAN - 300  FP
Available in cherry, mahogany, 

and walnut

OSG - 100
Available in walnut, dark mahogany, and zebra.

Shown in zebra (exclusive to osage series)

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching stools can be 
found on page 54

Matching stools can be 
found on page 54

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.
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Chairs WOODLAND II Chairs
Check Pricelist for extra featuresCheck Pricelist for extra 

features

Woodland
Matching stools can be 

found on page 56

Chalet
Matching stool can be 

found on page 57

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

WLS - 140
Shown with optional wood seat

WLS - 100 WLS - 130

WLS - 300 WLS - 200WLS - 180

CHT - 100 FRM - 100 FRM - 200

WKR - 100 VNA - 100 VNA - 200

Form
Matching stools can be 

found on page 57

Wicker
Matching stool can be 

found on page 57

Vienna
Matching stools can be 

found on page 57
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Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Chairs

Legends

 Create your own legendary look by combining these qualities of smart 
design: Over 250 vinyl and fabric choices; a wide variety of powder coat 
finishes, including the Softex Collection; and optional wood stains, consisting 
of dark mahogany, mahogany, natural, walnut, cherry, medium cherry, and 
black. 
     Vitro’s insistence on quality construction is solidly at work here, with 
heavy duty butyrate glides, 1¼″ heavy gauge steel tubing, and 1¼″ pulled 
seats standard on every chair and stool in the Legends series.

LSC - 250 LSC - 350 LSC - 450

LSC - 475 LSC - 501 LSC - 550

Chairs

Matching stools can be 
found on pages 58 - 62

Legends
Matching stools can be 
found on pages 58 - 62

Shown with optional wood seat

Shown with optional wood seat

LSC - 575 LSC - 600 LSC - 650 LSC - 750
Shown with optional wood seat Shown with optional wood seat

*Shown with LSC - 650 (chairs), SR-1 (left booths), and HZ-1 (Right Wallbench booths)

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Shown with optional wood seat
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Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Chairs

Oxford

OX - 10 OX - 20 OX - 30

OX - 40 OX - 50 OX - 60

Matching stools can be 
found on pages 63 - 65

Chairs

SMR - PS

Spectrum

Stacks 6 high
SSB - PS

Stacks 6 high

SFB - PS
Stacks 6 high

SCB - PS
Stacks 6 high

Stackable Stackable

StackableStackable

Every  chair and high  back stool in the Oxford series has a touch of old world charm and  ‘ old 
school ’ practicality, yet all are completely modern in the technology in which they are made. 
Constructed with heavy  gauge steel tube frames, heavy  duty glides, and 1¼″ pulled padded 
seats. Oxford chairs are built for service as well as style. 
     Strong and Industiral, but more than anything else, every chair and stool in the Oxford 
Collection is easily customized with a wide range of fabrics, vinyl and powder coat finishes 
portraying the beauty and creativity of our unique and personal style.

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching stools can be found 
on pages 66 - 68

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.
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Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Chairs

Omni

UHp - PS IT - PS HP - PS

HG - PS MR - PS FB - PS

Matching stools 
can be found on 

pages 66 - 68

Chairs

USB - PS RB - PS

DS - PS UFB - PS PB - PS
Shown with powder chrome 

frame

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Omni
Matching stools 
can be found on 

pages 66 - 68
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Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Chairs

Stacker

x - 24  Econo x - 37  WF x - 37  Iscb

x - 38  Lsdt x - 38

Chairs

Stacker

x - 45  WF x - 10 x - 6

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Stackable

16 gauge texture black frame 
only

Painted frames only Painted frames only

*Above options are  
available for Stacker 
series along with 
other select chairs  
and stools

Seat Pad Options 
2″

Luxury Seat (LS)

2″

Sewn Hood (SH)

2″

Waterfall (WF)

2″

1″

Pulled Seat (PS)

Inverted Seam (IS)

x - 43  WF x - 43  WFHR x - 25
Painted frames only

Shown with optional chrome 
frame

Stackable Stackable

Stackable Stackable

Stackable Stackable Stackable

Stackable Stackable Stackable

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

���

��
���������

Painted frames only
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Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Chairs

Stacker

921

SCHOOL

s - 3
Available in non - tilting (S - 4)

Chairs

Matching stools can be found 
on page 70

Parlor

x - 52 x - 54

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

x - 23 x - 23  AR

RO - 150  SHRO - 200  WF

Stackable Stackable

StackableStackable

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

x - 56x - 53

907 - 242 WF
Shown with optional 

chrome base

Shown with optional 
chrome frame
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Matching booths can be found on pages 22 -25
Matching stools can be found on page 71

Check Pricelist for extra features

RETRO Chairs

921  MBWF 921  HBMBSH 921  ELSH

921  “V” 939  CBWF 921  DT

RETRO Chairs

921  HB
Handle Back

921  BB

921

Matching booths can be found on pages 22 - 25
Matching stools can be found on page 71
Check Pricelist for extra features

Elite back Button Back

Diamond Tufted BackChannel Back“V” Back

Malibu Handle BackMalibu Back

934

Handleback is available 
on all 921 chairs

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

���
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STools

Innovations

 Vitro highlights its latest collection of seating products entitled Innovations. We invite 
you to innovate your style by combining our huge selection of vinyl and fabric choices, 
a variety of powder coat paint finishes and wood stains consisting of mahogany, dark 
mahogany, natural, walnut, cherry and black. Vitro’s insistence on quality construction is 
solidly at work here, with heavy  duty butyrate glides, 1¼″ heavy  gauge steel tubing, and 
1¼″ pulled seats standard on every chair and stool in the Innovations series. 

Stools

Innovations

1800 - INN - 2420  BS 600 - INN - 2420  BS INN - 2410  BS

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

1800 - INN - 2320  BS 600 - INN - 2320  BS Inn - 2310  BS
Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

1800 - INN - 2120  BS 600 - INN - 2120  BS INN - 2110  BS

1800 - INN - 2220  BS 600 - INN - 2220  BS INN - 2210 BS

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Matching chairs can be 
found on page 28

Matching chairs can be 
found on page 28

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.
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Broadway

STools

Innovations

1800 - INN - 2520  BS 600 - INN - 2520  BS INN - 2510  BS

1800 - INN - 2620  BS 600 - INN - 2620  BS INN - 2610 BS

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Matching chairs can be 
found on page 28

Shown with optional wood seat Shown with optional wood seat

STools  (Cafe)
Check Pricelist for extra features
Matching chairs can be found on pgs. 30-31

Hampton

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Palmer

BRD - 1100  BS BRD - 1000  BS

Market

Mkt - 1100  BS
Gloss black frame and natural wood 

finish only

Madison

MAD - 1100  BS

100

100 - 242 WF

PLM - 1100 BSHPN - 1100  BS
Aluminum

Tucker

TUK - 1100  BS TUK - 1150  BS
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Manhattan

OSG - 1100  BS

MAN - 1250  BS MAN - 1160  BS

Shown in walnut
Also available in dark mahogany 

and zebra (shown on page 32)

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 32 & 33

Mahogany Black

Dark Mahogany Natural Walnut

Cherry
Wood Finishes

Shown with optional brass 
footrest

Available in cherry, mahogany, 
natural, and walnut

MAN - 1220  BS
Shown with optional brass 

footrest
Available in Gunstock Walnut 

finish only

Stools
MAN - 1220  BS Stool at Mike Shannon’s 
Grill in Edwardsville, IL.

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

STools
Check Pricelist for extra 

features

Hand crafted solid hardwood chairs and stools compliment any bar or 

restaurant setting. Rich stains with heavy duty lacquer enhance the beauty 

and style. Durable nail in glides protect floors and carpets. Adding optional 

brass footrests to the stool offers an upscale look.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Shown with optional brass 
footrest
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WOODLAND II STOOLS
Check Pricelist for extra features

Chalet

STools

Woodland

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on page 34

Matching chair can be 
found on page 35

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

WLS - 1000  BS WLS - 1130  BS
Shown with optional wood seat

WLS - 1140  BS
Shown with optional wood seat

WLS - 1200  BS
Shown with optional wood seat

WLS - 1300  BSWLS - 1180  BS

CHt - 1100  BS FRM - 1100  BS FRM - 1200  BS

WKR - 1100  BS VNA - 1100  BS VNA - 1150  BS

Form
Matching chairs can be 

found on page 35

WICKER
Matching chair can be 

found on page 35

VIENNA
Matching chairs can be 

found on page 35

Shown with optional brass 
footrest

Shown with optional brass 
footrest

Shown with optional brass 
footrest

Shown with optional wood seat

Shown with optional wood seat
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STools

Legends

1800 - LSC - 250  BS 600 - LSC - 250  BS LSC - 1250  BS

1800 - lsc - 350  BS 600 - lsc - 350  BS LSC - 1350  BS

Stools

Legends

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 36 & 37

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 36 & 37

 Create your own legendary look by combining these qualities of smart 
design: Over 250 vinyl and fabric choices; a wide variety of powder coat 
finishes, including the Softex Collection; and optional wood stains, consisting 
of dark mahogany, mahogany, natural, walnut, cherry, medium cherry, and 
black. 
     Vitro’s insistence on quality construction is solidly at work here, with 
heavy duty butyrate glides, 1¼″ heavy gauge steel tubing, and 1¼″ pulled 
seats standard on every chair and stool in the Legends series.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

1800 - LSC - 475  BS 600 - LSC - 475  BS LSC - 1475  BS

1800 - lsc - 450  BS 600 - lsc - 450  BS LSC - 1450  BS
Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional wood seat

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests
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STools

Legends

Stools

Legends

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 36 & 37

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 36 & 37

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

1800 - LSC - 501  BS 600 - LSC - 501  BS LSC - 1501  BS

1800 - lsc - 550  BS 600 - lsc - 550  BS LSC - 1550  BS

Shown with optional 606 
footrest and wood seat

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional wood seat Shown with optional wood seat

Shown with optional wood seat
1800 - LSC - 600  BS 600 - LSC - 600 BS LSC - 1600 BS

1800 - lsc - 575  BS 600 - lsc - 575  BS LSC - 1575 BS
Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional wood seat

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests
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STools

Legends

Stools

Oxford

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 36 & 37

Matching chairs can 
be found on pages 

38 & 39

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

1800 - LSC - 650  BS 600 - LSC - 650  BS LSC - 1650  BS

1800 - lsc - 750  BS 600 - lsc - 750  BS LSC - 1750  BS

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional 606 
footrest and wood seat

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests

Shown with optional wood seatShown with optional wood seat

Every  chair and high  back stool in the Oxford series has a touch of old world charm 
and  ‘ old school ’ practicality, yet all are completely modern in the technology in which 
they are made. Constructed with heavy  gauge steel tube frames, heavy  duty glides, 
and 1¼″ pulled padded seats. Oxford chairs are built for service as well as style. 
     Strong and Industiral, but more than anything else, every chair and stool in the Oxford 
Collection is easily customized with a wide range of fabrics, vinyl and powder coat finishes 
portraying the beauty and creativity of our unique and personal style.

1800 - OX - 20  BS 600 -OX - 20 BS OX - 120 BS

1800 - OX - 10  BS 600 - OX - 10  BS OX - 110 BS
Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with optional 606 footrest
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests
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STools

Oxford

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 38 & 39

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

1800 - OX - 30  BS 600 - OX - 30  BS OX - 130  BS

1800 - OX - 40  BS 600 - OX - 40  BS OX - 140  BS

Stools

Oxford

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on pages 38 & 39

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

1800 - OX - 60  BS 600 - OX - 60  BS OX - 160  BS

1800 - OX - 50  BS 600 - ox - 50  BS ox - 150 BS
Shown with optional 606 footrest 
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests
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STools
Check Pricelist for extra 

features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

SBBS - PS cbbs - ps UHPBS - ps

itbs - ps hpbs - ps HGBS - PS

Stools
Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

mrbs - ps blbs - ps

*Shown with BLBS - PS

Omni
Matching chairs 
can be found on 

pages 40 & 41

Omni
Matching chairs 
can be found on 

pages 40 & 41
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STools
Check Pricelist for extra 

features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

DSBS - PS fbbs - ps usbbs - ps

rbbs - ps ufBbs - ps pbbs - ps

Stools

SCHOOL

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on page 45

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

500 - 242  WF

265 - 242  WF 265 - x23

Standard with painted frame 
and chrome footing

Shown with optional chrome 
pedestal base and 404 footring

Omni
Matching chairs 
can be found on 

pages 40 & 41
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STools

parlor

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Matching chairs can be 
found on page 45

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

x - 52  BS x - 55  BS

x - 54  BS x - 53  BS

retro Stools
Matching Booths can be found on pages 22 - 25
Matching Chairs can be found on pages 46 & 47
Check Pricelist for extra features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

921  MBWF - BS 300 - 921  “V” 300 - 939  CB

1500 - 921  DT 1700 - 782  RB EL 921  hbmbwf - BS
Shown with optional 505 footrest.

Nailhead Diamond Tufted Back.
See pg. 100 for floor attachments 

and footrests

Shown with yellow teardrop base.
Elite Back.

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests

Malibu Handleback

Malibu Back Vintage Back Channel Back

Four spindle back (X - 56) shown 
on page 79

���

��
���������

Shown with optional 
chrome frame
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STools

215  series

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

The 215 Series Stools represent a classic and sleek Double Ring Design. Stools 
have revolving seats and are available with 30″ seat height and chrome 
frames only.

215 - 921

215 - 530 215 - 125  R

215 - 125  RB

215 - 782  RB

215 - 782 215 - 46

215 - 531  SH

Stools

250 Series

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

The 250 Series Stools accentuate the Suspended Ring 
Design. 30″ seat height and chrome frame only.  All 
stools have revolving seats.

250 - 921  “V”
250 - 781

250 - 49  NS

264 Series
The 264 series delivers class, style, comfort, and function with 24″ or 30″ seat 
height suitable for any design.

264 - 782  RB

264 - 782
264 - 161

264 - 781
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STools

265 Series

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

The 265 series barstools are constructed with a sleek Tapered Leg Design. 
Standard in an array of painted frame finishes with chrome or painted 
footring. 30″ seat height only.

265 - 125  RB

265 - 125  R

300 Series
The 300 series barstool offers an attractive Arched leg, Single Ring 
Design. Available in 24″ or 30″ seat height and chrome frame 
standard. Painted frames are also available.

300 - 921
300 - 161

300 - 782  RB

300 - 782

Stools

400 Series

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

The 400 series barstool offers an attractive Pyramid 
base, Single Ring Design. Available in 30″ seat height 
and chrome frame only.

500 Series The 500 series barstools promote an industrial yet trendy and modern pedestal 
style base suited for any design.  Available in 18", 24" or 30" seat height

500 - 921

500 - 46
264 - 782  RB

500 - 782

400 - 49  NSRB

400 - 49  NS

400 - 782  RBMB

400 - 782

Shown with optional 
red stripes

Shown with optional 
all chrome frame

Shown with optional 
chrome pedestal base
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STools

1500 Fountain

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

The 1500 series showcases our most popular “Classic Bolt Down” base design. 
Available in  18″, 24″ and 30″ seat height with chrome finish as standard. Visit 
our website, www.vitroseating.com, for available paint finishes.

1500 - 782  RB

1500 - 782

1500 - 921

1500 - 530
Shown with optional 

505 footrest

1500 - 161

1500 - 781

1500 - 46
Shown with optional 

striped column

Shown with optional 
606 footrest

Stools

1700 Series

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

The 1700 series is well known for the classic fountain 
stool “teardrop” design accentuated on the bell  
bottom. Available in 18″, 24″ and 30″ height.

1700 - 921  “V”

1700 - 782

1700 - 921

1700 - 161

1700 - 781

1700 - 46
Shown with optional 

striped column

Shown with optional 
606 footrest

Shown with custom 
yellow stripes

Shown with optional 
grooved column and 

stripes

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests

See pg. 100 for floor attachments 
and footrests
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STools

SODA Fountain series

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

Stool  HEADS
Check Pricelist for extra 
features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

ox - 10  (HD) ox - 20  (HD) ox - 30  (hd) ox - 40  (hd)

ox - 50  (HD) ox - 60  (HD) ds-ps  (hd) fB - ps  (hd)

1500 - 161 1500 - 49 1700 - 49 1700 - 782
Shown with white paint, black 

stripes, PP - 8628 sea uphol-
stery, and black welt.

Shown with option grooved 
column

Shown with powder chrome paint 
and EP - 90 black upholstery.

Shown with optional 606 footrest

Shown with cardinal red paint, 
chrome footrest, powder 

chrome seat ring and SF - 85 
flame upholstery.

Shown with optional 505 
footrest

Shown with gloss black paint, 
powder chrome seat ring with 
black stripes and EP - 90 black 

upholstery.

Shown with white paint, 
powder chrome seat ring and 

SF - 80 white ice upholstery.

1800 - 46
Shown with textured black 

paint, gold vein seat ring and 
EP - 90 black upholstery.

1800 - 49 - NS
Shown with beige paint, 

chrome seat ring, and EP -  81  
ivory upholstery.

Shown with optional 606 
footrest

1800 - 781 - NS
Shown with textured black 

base, cardinal red painted seat 
ring with black stripes and 

SF - 85 flame upholstery.

1800 - 782

HP - PS  (HD) x - 52  (HD) x - 56  (HD)
Available in optional 

chrome frame

See pg. 100 for floor attachments and footrests
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STool Heads
Check Pricelist for extra features

Available with powdercoat frames only 

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

lsc - 250  (HD) lsc - 350  (HD) LSC - 450  (HD) lsc - 475  (HD)

lsc - 501  (HD) lsc - 550  (HD) LSC - 575  (HD) lsc - 600  (HD)

INN - 2120 (HD)
lsc - 650  (HD) lsc - 750  (HD) INN - 2120  (HD) INN - 2220  (HD)

INN - 2320  (HD) Inn - 2420  (HD) INN - 2520  (HD) INN - 2620  (HD)

Stool  HEADS
Check Pricelist for extra features

Frame finishes, upholstery, and stain options available 
on our website, vitroseating.com.

782  RB  (HD) 782  (HD) 49  NSRB  (HD) 49  NS  (HD)

782  RBMB  (HD)

125  RB  (HD)

X - 51  (hd)

939  CBWF  (HD)

125  (HD)

X - 50  (hd)

921  (HD)

46  (HD)

781 (HD)

Shown with optional wood seat

Shown with optional wood seat

Shown with optional wood seat
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Flip  Top System
Bullnose 

Bumper  Edge

Custom 
laminates 
& sizes are 
available on 
all tops

TableS

Round
Used in banquet settings

¼ CT
Used with ¼ circle booth

Oval
Racetrack oval

½ CT
Used with ½ circle booth

Rectangle
Used for accommodating 

large groups

Wall Positioned
Sits flush against the wall 

for booth seating

Square
Used in casual dining 

designs

¾ CT
Used with ¾ circle booth

TABLES
Custom inlays available 
on all table tops.  Call the 
factory for pricing.

Order both Vitro tables and pedestal bases together and we will predrill tables 
to accommodate those bases at no charge (not available on wood tables) 

(excludes end bases).

Bullnose bumper edge is 1¼” x ½” thick.  Available in 
standard Wilsonart and Formica laminate. Bullnose bumper 
edge available in black and red. Backing sheet is available.

BN - 125
* 11/4" X ½" Thick bumper edge

B Series Base

Vitro’s  booths are modified to 
allow your table to suspend 
for ease of cleaning and 
maintenance. There is no 
charge to adapt our booths to 
accommodate this feature. Must 
be ordered with Vitro tops and 
booths.

Info.

FT - 44

Flip  Top System
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Bumper Edge

Tables
Custom inlays available 

on all table tops.  Call the 
factory for pricing.

Bumper edge tables are available in a wide variety of edge colors which 
include red, brown, beige, white, burgundy, almond, sand, teal, blue, 
gray, graphite, black, green, natural wood (not shown), and walnut 
wood (not shown). This traditional yet resilient bumper edge table is 
1¼″ X  ¼″ thick and available in a huge range of standard Wilsonart and 
Formica laminates.

Order both Vitro tables and pedestal bases together and we will predrill tables 
to accommodate those bases at no charge (not available on wood tables) 

(excludes end bases).

Be - 125
* 11/4" X ¼" Thick bumper edge

B Series Base

Economy
Edge

Wood TABLES
Custom inlays available on all table tops.  
Call the factory for pricing.

Laminates are flush with top of wood.  Edges are 1¼″ 
thick with ⅝″ wood reveal. Corners are eased, mitered. 
Available in standard Wilsonart or Formica laminate.  
Available with eased wood edge profile only. Wood 
stains are protected with a durable polyurethane 
topcoat.

EWE - 125
Eased

B Series Base

See page 105 for  
Wood finishes

Deluxe  EDGE
Laminates are flush with top of wood.  Edges are 1¼″ thick with ⅝″ wood 
reveal. Corners are eased, mitered. Available in standard Wilsonart 
or Formica laminate.  Wood edges available in waterfall, bullnose, or 
rolled with backer sheet. Wood stains are protected with a durable 
polyurethane topcoat.

See page 105 for  
Wood finishes

DWB - 125
Bullnose

B Series Base

DWW - 125

Waterfall

DWR - 125

Rolled

*Add option of 
3” or 6” radius 

corners
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Wood Tables
Custom inlays available on all table tops.  

Call the factory for pricing. Ultimate 
Edge

Wood TABLES
Custom inlays available on all table tops.  
Call the factory for pricing.

Laminate edge is flush with top of wood with 1¾″ thick 
wood edge and 1¾″ wood reveal. Mitered corners. 
Available in standard Wilsonart or Formica laminate. 
Available in eased, waterfall, bullnose, and rolled 
edges with backer sheet.  Wood stains are protected 
with a durable polyurethane topcoat.

See page 105 for  
Wood finishes

Premium EDGE

Laminate edge is flush with top of wood with 1¼″ thick wood edge and 1¼″ 
wood reveal. Layered lap joints (Inlayed). Corners are mitered. Available in 
standard Wilsonart or Formica laminate.  Wood edges available in eased, 
waterfall, bullnose, or rolled with backer sheet.  Wood stains are protected 
with a durable polyurethane topcoat.

See page 105 for  
Wood finishes

PWE - 125
Eased

B Series Base

PWW - 125

Waterfall

PWB - 125

Bullnose

PWR - 125

Rolled

UWW - 175
Waterfall

B Series Base

UWB - 175

Bullnose

UWe - 175

Eased

UWr - 175

Rolled
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Wood Tables
Custom inlays available on all table tops.  

Call the factory for pricing.

Wood TABLES
Custom inlays available on all table tops.  
Call the factory for pricing.

Carbonized
Wood

Carbonized wood tables are 1¼″ (CW - 125) or 
1¾" (CW - 175) thick, continuous lengths of ash or 
oak wood with 1/8″ radius corners. Wood stains are 
protected with a durable polyurethane topcoat.

Butcher Block 
and  Plank

Solid wood tables are 1½″ (Butcher Block) or 1¼" (Plank) thick, 
continuous lengths of ash or oak wood with 3/16″ radius corners. 
Wood stains are protected with a durable polyurethane 
topcoat.

See page 105 for 
Wood finishes

SWB - 125
Bullnose

B Series Base

SWe - 150
Eased

B Series Base

Shown with mahogany woodgrain stain

Shown with natural woodgrain stain

CWe - 125
Eased

B Series Base
Shown with natural woodgrain stain

Available edges:
    • Bullnose
    • Bevel
    • Eased
 *shown

    • Ogee
    • Rounded
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Aluminum  Edge

Tables
Custom inlays available 

on all table tops.  Call the 
factory for pricing.

The  Bright Grooved Aluminum edge tables are the perfect compliment to 
enrich your commercial or residential decor. Select from a broad array of 
laminates, including our premium High Gloss Boomerang and Cracked Ice 
laminate to accentuate the vintage edge.

Order both Vitro tables and pedestal bases together and we will drill tables 
to accommodate those bases at no charge (not available on wood tables) 

(excludes end bases).

Self - EDGE

TABLES
Custom inlays available 
on all table tops.  Call the 
factory for pricing.

Order both Vitro tables and pedestal bases together and we will predrill tables 
to accomodate those bases at no charge (not available on wood tables) 

(excludes end bases).

Self edge tables offer the look and feel of color continuity. 
Select from a wide variety of standard Wilsonart or Formica 
laminates.

BGA - 125
* 1¼″ Thick Aluminum Edge

B Series Base

Boomerang
Laminate

BGA - 225
* 2¼″ Thick Aluminum Edge

H Series Base
Yellow Cracked Ice laminate

SE - 125

B Series Base

2″ Thick1 1/4″ Thick

se - 200

B Series Base
Radius corners and inlays are 

available

*For tabletop longevity and safety reason, Vitro recommends 
radius corners on all square and rectangular self - edge tops.

*Shown with BGA - 225 tables
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Bases
Check Pricelist for 

various sizes

The “A” “B” “C” & “D”  series bases represent round tubular, flat, rectangular, and steel designs. Painted 
black finish is standard for “A” and “B”. Please see paint selections on our website, vitroseating.com.

Bases
Check Pricelist for 
various sizes

The “H” series bases and 884/885 legs are a perfect choice for the classic retro look. The Teardrop H - 28 TD 
base has six teardrop colors to choose from.  See pg. 100 for floor attachments and footrests.

“H” Series“B” Series

“C” Series “d” Series

“A” Series

Shown with optional 
grooved column

*H28TD

884 885

1800 “F” Series “G” Series
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Outdoor

VITRO
SEATING PRODUCTS

®

Outdoor

Umbrellas

Check Pricelist for extra 
featuresSturdy aluminum poles with fiberglass ribs. 6′ square and 7′ 

octagonal are available with a manual lift on both. Available 
bases for umbrellas are displayed below.

Antique Beige

Jockey Red

Black

Pacific  
Blue

Forest Green

Sunflower  
Yellow

Tangerine

 6′ Square

7′ Octagonal
* Poles available in  

 Charcoal & Platinum

Platinum

Black

48 lb Umbrella Base81 lb Umbrella Base
Available in Platinum  

Umbrella Colors

Umbrella Bases
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Outdoor

Barkley

Check Pricelist for extra 
features

BRK - 100 BRK - 100 AR BRK - 1100  BS

Stackable

Available Sizes:  
• 24″ x 30″ (42″ Height available) 
• 30″ x 40″ (Butterfly base only) 
• 30″ x 30″ (42″ Height available) 
• 36″ x 36″ (42″ Height available) 
• 30″ Round (42″ Height available) 
• 36″ Round (42″ Height available) 
• 42″ Round (42″ Height available)  
 
* Butterfly base not available at 42″ height

Micromesh  Tops

Platinum and Black finishes available for Barkley Series and Mircromesh Tops.

Accessories

VITRO
SEATING PRODUCTS

®

Chairs sold in multiples of four only Stools solid in multiples of two only

Bases included with tops

Diner height Pub height
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Accessories
Check Pricelist for extra 

features

Chair Caddy 
8 chair capacity

Single - 10 chair capacity (Quantity may 
vary based on chair style) 

Double - 20 chair capacity (Quantity may 
vary based on chair style) 

* For X - 43 Stacker Chair, 
use model DOL - 43

* For X - 43 Stacker Chair, 
use model CDD - 43

Chair Dolly

Accessories
Check Pricelist for extra 
features

 Steel black base 
bottom

Rounded hooks Rounded hooks

Hall Costumer Booth Costumer

Available in two (#56)  
& three hooks (#57)

Rounded Pole Flat Pole

Two hook

*Above options are available for Stacker series along with other select chairs and stools

1″ 2″ 2″ 2″ 2″

Seat Pad Options 

Pulled Seat (PS) Luxury Seat (LS) Sewn Hood (SH) Waterfall (WF) Inverted Seam (IS)

Custom booth acrylic galleries  
with optional custom etching  
available in various shapes  
and sizes.

Decorative wall panel

Available with: 
- Laminate on 1 side 
- Laminate on 2 sides 
- Upholstered on 1 side 
- Upholstered on 2 sides 
- Channel or Diamond Tufted on 1 side

Chrome only

Four hook

Floor  Attachments
Type "A"

Utilized for 1500, 1700,  
and H series base.

Wooden floor

Type "B"

Utilized for 1500, 1700,  
1800, and H series base.

Wooden floor

Type "C"

Utilized for 1500, 1700,  
1800, and H series base.

Composite floor

Footrests
404  Footring

500, 1500, and 1700 
series fountain stool.

Chrome finish standard

505  Footrest

1500 and 1700 series 
fountain stool.

606  Footrest

Utilized for 1500, 1700,  
and 1800 base.

1800 painted only

707  Footrest

Utilized for 1500, 1700,  
and H series base.

Wooden floor
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Custom Design

VITRO
SEATING PRODUCTS

®

Custom Design
Call for custom design pricing

Custom Laser Cutting

Custom Vinyl Printing

Custom Shapes & Sizes

Vitro offers the unique opportunity to go above and beyond 
accentuating your ideas. Along with the distinctive chairs  
and stools we offer, your custom logo will take your decor  
to the next level. 

Seen here from a major corporation, Vitro took their plain 
booth from ordinary to extraordinary, by adding  
their silk screen printed logo to the inside back for  
a more personalized look.

Not only does Vitro provide unique standard shapes and sizes 
for booths and tables, we help you fulfill your dreams with the 
custom design decor you desire. 

*Custom car table tops shown 
with a BGA - 125 Aluminum Edge 

Custom Table Tops
Envision your custom graphics on our tables.  

( Some restrictions apply )

Please review  the Accessories section on page 100 to view 
custom Booth acrylic galleries and wall panels
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Walnut

Finishes

VITRO
SEATING PRODUCTS

®

Please note: Finishes are reproduced as accurately as possible. Colors may vary from the actual 
product colors. Samples are available upon request.

Wood Finishes

Black Cherry Dark Mahogany

Mahogany natural

Not all available finishes and paints are displayed in Vitro's Catalog.  Please visit www.vitroseating.com 
and click on Finishes under the Resources menu to find a collection of Vitro's available finishes and paints.
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Vitro Laminates
Boomerang

Red Ebony Turquoise
Ebony

Charcoal

Yellow 
Ebony

Red Glacier Yellow
Glacier

EbonyGlacier Turquoise
Glacier

Cracked ICE

Cracked Ice is also available as a grade 3 upholstery 
(excluding green cracked ice)

REDGrey Yellow GREEN

Information

VITRO
SEATING PRODUCTS

®

Not all available finishes and paints are displayed in Vitro's Catalog.  Please visit www.vitroseating.com 
and click on Finishes under the Resources menu to find a collection of Vitro's available finishes and paints.

(While In Stock)
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General Information, Terms & Conditions 
 
Our current price list supersedes all Vitro Seating Products previous price lists. Possession of our price list does not 
constitute an offer to sell merchandise listed herein. All prices are subject to change without notice and are FOB St. 
Louis, Missouri factory. 
 
Terms 
 
All orders are subject to credit approval. Open account terms are net 30 days and a service charge of 1.5% per 
month will be added to delinquent invoices. Buyer shall be liable for all collection costs, attorney’s fees and court 
costs. Visa, Mastercard, and American Express cards are accepted with a 3% processing fee. 
 
Initial Orders 
 
Initial orders require a 50% deposit with the balance due before shipment. All new accounts should also forward 
a credit application, including bank references, and 5 trade references, with the purchase order. Vitro reserves the 
right to alter or cancel credit terms at its discretion, and request payment in advance. 
 
Quotations 
 
All written quotations received from Vitro are valid for a period not to exceed 60 days, unless extended in writing 
from the factory. Quoted delivery dates are estimated and subject to change due to unanticipated volume or 
other events beyond the control of Vitro, such as delays in receipt of materials or parts, etc. Any prices or freight 
quotations received from Vitro must accompany, or be included on the purchase order. 
 
Basic Ordering Information 
 
To insure your order is correctly processed, please see order information page. Incorrect and incomplete orders 
produce production delays and can be very expensive. Again, please be very thorough and accurate. 
 
Fax and Email Orders 
 
Purchase orders must be submitted via FAX (800.476.2258) or email ( Order@vitroseating.com ), which is  
encouraged to improve lead time. However, it is extremely important to follow up with the original purchase  
order clearly marked “confirmation, do not duplicate,” in the event transmission of the FAX or email was  
improper or not received.

Information
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Order Acknowledgments 
 
All orders accepted by Vitro Seating Products will be acknowledged in writing to the buyer. The buyer is responsible 
for checking this acknowledgment to insure that all information is correct, with respect to quantity, pricing, finish, 
style, upholstery, shipping information, etc. Unless Vitro is notified within 5 days of any discrepancy or error on 
our order acknowledgment, Vitro assumes no responsibility for manufacturing other than in accordance with the 
acknowledgment. If our acknowledgment is not received within 1 week from the date of order, please advise  
Vitro immediately, as the order may have not been received. 
 
Ordering Information 
 
To insure that your order is correctly processed and scheduled, please be thorough and accurate by listing the 
following information: 
 
Purchase Order Including: 1. Your company’s name, address, telephone # and account # 
    2. Your company’s contact name and extension # 
    3. The “SHIP TO” address and contact name 
    4. Specify truckline ( Or indicate Vitro to route ) 
    5. Specify “collect” or “third party” billing - Prepaid by Vitro 
 
Chairs:   1. Model # 
    2. Upholstery *( Grade, manufacturer, pattern & color ) 
    3. Frame finish ( Note: all finishes are not available on all items ) 
    4. Quantity - priced accordingly 
    5. Non - standard details should be described appropriately 
 
* Should you choose upholstery other than those illustrated on our upholstery card, a factory quote is required prior to 
your order. Should you desire to supply us with COM ( Customer’s Own Material  ), it should be sent to us according to 
instructions supplied on the following page. Please provide us with the name of the manufacturer, their pattern #  

and color #  -  if they are not a common manufacturer, please give us their address and telephone number. 
 

Stools:   1. Model # 
    2. Seat Ht. ( Some models not available in hts. other than 30″ ) 
    3. Upholstery *( Grade, manufacturer, pattern & color ) 
    4. Frame finish ( Note: all finishes are not available on all items ) 
    5. Quantity - priced accordingly 
    6. Floor attachment where applicable 
    7. Non - standard details should be described appropriately 
 
* Should you choose upholstery other than those illustrated on our upholstery card, a factory quote is required prior to 
your order. Should you desire to supply us with COM ( Customer’s Own Material  ), it should be sent to us according to 
instructions supplied on the following page. Please provide us with the name of the manufacturer, their pattern #  
and color #  -  if they are not a common manufacturer, please give us their address and telephone number.

www.vitroseating.com 109
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Table Tops:   1. Model # 
    2. Top size 
    3. Laminate selection - MFG, Number, Color, and Name 
    4. Edge color and style 
    5. Quantity - priced accordingly  
    6. Other details - such as radius corners, diagonal cuts, wood finish, etc. 
 
Table Bases:   1. Model # ( Includes series and size ) 
    2. Finish ( Painted or plated ) 
    3. Quantity - priced accordingly 
    4. Other details - such as self - leveling glides, bar height, etc. 
 
Booth Seating:  1. Model name and model # 
    2. Upholstery description - illustrate if detailed ( MFG, Pattern, Name, Color # ) 
    3. Quantity of each style ( Single, double, etc ) 
    4. Height and length ( 36″ ht - 44″ length is generally standard ) 
    5. Other details such as laminate or wood trim ( See below ) 
 
It is extremely important to provide as much detailed information as possible when ordering booths. It is helpful, and 
often necessary, to provide us ( Even prior to your order for quotation ) with a 1/4″ scale layout of the restaurant, along 
with field dimensions for wallbenches and circles. In addition, should the booth appearance be detailed, you should 
supply us with an illustration explaining those details. 
 
COM Procedures (Customer’s Own Material): 
 
1. All orders must have a 6″ X 6″ sample of COM submitted 
2. COM priced grade 1 
3. Material that is directional or striped, must specify the details concerning how it is 
     to be applied, etc - you should increase the yardage requirements by 20% for best 
     matching and repeat, or for a more accurate estimation of yardage, submit a sizeable 
     sample to our factory for quotation, add 15% to the grade 1 price of the product for 
     items upholstered with COM that require directional attention and/or difficulty in 
     application ( Perhaps due to non - stretch or railroading, etc. ) 
4. If material is or can be reversible, be certain to mark the proper side. 
5. Supply your shipper of the COM with the following tag to be attached to the outside  
     of the package containing your COM.   
COM (Customer’s Own Material) Note 
 
All COM pricing is grade 1 and it is based on 54″ wide plain, solid color vinyl or textile and should be clearly  
identified on package exterior. Repeats, grain directions, and patterned material require grade increase. Details  
such as direction, pattern repeat, and large swatches must be submitted to the factory to determine pricing.
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Order Changes & Cancellations 
 
Due to the custom nature of our products, Vitro must specially purchase materials and individually assemble to 
meet the unique and demanding specifications designated in each purchase order. Therefore, once Vitro accepts 
and acknowledges an order, it is fully binding and is not subject to cancellation or change by the buyer. 
 
This does not mean that it is never possible to cancel or change an order, however, the request must be in writing, 
approved and acknowledged by the factory and may require charges for labor, materials, and/or other expenses  
we have incurred. Order will in some cases require updated  
ship date. 
 
Previous Order Matching 
 
If your order is to match a previous order, it must be clearly stated on your order, with reference made to our original 
invoice or acknowledgment number and date. If available, please supply a copy of the original invoice. Vitro is 
not responsible to supply materials such as laminate, vinyl, fabrics or other items that may be discontinued. 
 
Finishes (Fabrics, vinyl, stains, and paints) may change over a period of time and it is recommended that the buyer 
submit a sample from the original order when possible to assure the best possible match. When a special wood 
finish is requested, Vitro will attempt to match as closely as possible, but cannot assume responsibility for variations 
resulting from application of color finishes on various woods. Vitro in some instances may request the buyer return  
a signed approval prior to production. 
 
Discontinued Styles 
 
Often a number of styles from previous price lists or catalogs are discontinued or retired from the line and no longer 
listed in the catalog or price list. This does not always mean that these items are no longer available, but may 
have been discontinued and replaced with a similar item or may still be available upon request. Please feel free to 
call our customer service department for information on these particular items.

COM TAG

Yardage Shipped: 

Pattern ID:

Color ID: 

Customer Name: 

Customer PO#:

Please photocopy this tag to accompany your COM
Vitro reserves the right to refuse any COM and accepts no responsibility for the warranty or tailoring quality of COM
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Shipping 
 
All prices in our price list are FOB Factory St. Louis, Missouri 63102. 
 
Buyers should advise preferred shipping and routing with each order. If no carrier is requested by name, or if named 
carrier does not serve our factory or consignee location, Vitro will ship by the method deemed most practical, but 
will not be responsible for any differences in freight charges. 
 
All ship dates quoted are approximate. Any orders shipped later than the factory scheduled ship date are free 
from any penalties imposed by the buyers. 
 
From the time carrier signs for shipment, Vitro no longer has title to the merchandise, and carrier becomes the agent 
of the consignee. Disposition of shipments refused by consignee is the responsibility of the consignee and or buyer. 
 
Any additional shipping charges incurred by Vitro for matters such as C.O.D. fees, inside delivery, etc., will be billed 
to the buyer. 
 
Where the shipment of two or more orders is to be consolidated, this information must be stated on at least one 
order. Generally, shipment of the earlier order will be delayed until the second or last order is ready to be shipped. 
 
Shortages or Damage Claims 
 
Vitro is not responsible for loss or damages incurred in transit. Before accepting the merchandise from the carrier, 
the consignee should inspect and note any loss or damage on the delivery receipt. If there is loss or damage, a 
claim should be made immediately with the carrier. If damage or loss is discovered after delivery, the carrier should 
be notified immediately for an inspection of concealed damage as well as for instructions in filing a freight claim. 
Original packing materials should be saved for inspection if claim is to be filed. Concealed damage claims 
must be filed with carrier within 10 days of receipt of goods. ( Freight company will only cover 1/3 of total cost ). 
 
Shortages other than loss in transit, or any variance in the specifications of the order must be reported to Vitro 
within 10 days of receipt of goods. Failure to make such claim shall constitute acceptance of the merchandise  
and a waiver of any defects, errors or shortages. 
 
Vitro’s liability shall be limited to the selling price of any defective goods, and shall at no time include profits or loss 
of profits. All replacement orders for freight - damaged merchandise must be accompanied by a completed and  
signed copy of the carrier’s inspection report. 
 
Returns 
 
No returned merchandise will be accepted by Vitro for exchange, credit or repair unless prior written consent 
is given by the factory. Unauthorized returns will be refused and returned to the consignee freight collect. 
Where returns are authorized, Vitro will issue a Return Authorization Form with shipping instructions which must  
be used with such returns indicating any restocking and/or freight charges that will be billed to the buyer.  
Restocking charges will range from 25% to 100% of the original purchase price. 
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Storage 
 
Under normal circumstances, if buyer advises at time of placing order that shipment should be made after  
a specified date, Vitro will try to accomplish such requests. If however no specific date was requested, and  
when the order is ready for shipment, buyer is unable or unwilling to accept delivery, Vitro will invoice the  
buyer for all handling, transfer and storage costs incurred from the scheduled date until actual shipping date.   
Where buyer requests that Vitro production be halted on an order for a period of time, and materials cannot  
be diverted to fill other orders, Vitro will determine the storage requirements for such “ in process” materials  
and charge buyer accordingly . 
 
Product Specifications 
 
Frequently, new production techniques and materials are implemented in order to improve quality, durability  
or efficiency. Vitro reserves the right to incorporate new materials or make minor modifications in design,  
construction, wood finishing, upholstering, or in the dimensions of its product line, without prior notice.   
The uniqueness in the manufacturing of certain items may cause slight variations in the dimensions, weights  
or other specifications found in this price list. 
 
Flame Retardancy 
 
Municipal requirements regarding flame retardancy for use in various types of facilities are constantly changing.  
As part of our customized service, Vitro offers a wide variety of upholstery, foam materials and barrier cloths to  
meet  unique flame retardant specifications. 
 
If buyer must satisfy a particular code, e.g., State of Calif. Technical Bulletin 117 - E, or Boston Fire Dept.  
Code ( BFD 9 - 1 ), this must be clearly indicated on the purchase order. 
 
Vitro will advise buyer of special pricing for this service, but Vitro is not liable for noncompliance with local code 
requirements if the buyer fails to advise Vitro of these requirements at the time of purchase. 
 
Note, most flame retardant treatments are salt solutions. Cleaning flame retardant upholstery therefore with water 
or water - based foams will result in salt ringing. Solvent - based fabric cleaners or dry cleaning are alternate methods 
of cleaning. However, buyer is cautioned to test proposed cleaning procedures on a small portion of fabric before 
proceeding with cleaning of the entire installation. 
 
Limited Warranty & Lifetime Warranty 
 
All products manufactured by Vitro Seating Products are guaranteed against failure from defective workmanship  
to the original purchaser, when installed and utilized for their intended purpose. A structural frame warranty  
applies to weld failures and leg bending. The structural frame warranties are as follows on the next page:
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Structural Frame Warranty 
 
Does not apply to any product that has been altered, or subjected to misuse, negligence or accident. Under this 
warranty, any product proven to be defective shall be repaired or replaced at our option, free of charge, provided  
it is returned prepaid as directed. In no case shall liability under this warranty exceed the original purchase price 
of the defective merchandise. We reserve the right to inspect the defective item at our premises, by our factory 
personnel, to establish the cause of the alleged product failure.  
 
This warranty shall not apply to any product which has been repaired or altered by anyone other than Vitro 
personnel in any way as to affect, in our judgment, its stability and durability, nor which has been subjected to 
misuse, negligence, abuse or accident. 
 
Vitro’s product line is for indoor use only (Excluding outdoor furniture), and therefore any damage caused by 
exposure to the elements, such as salt air or ultra violet rays, is not covered by this warranty. Even where Vitro  
was apprised of the final destination of an order, it is not liable under this warranty if the merchandise ordered  
was exposed to the elements. This warranty shall not apply to Vitro merchandise which was exposed to harsh  
or acidic cleaning agents or abrasives. 
 
Vitro reserves the right  to make changes at any time, without notice , in materials, dimensions, specifications, 
equipment, colors, design or prices. Vitro also reserves the right to make such changes at any time without any 
obligation to make comparable revisions and/ or modifications on products manufactured at a previous time. 
 
The cost of field repairs performed by non - Vitro personnel will not be reimbursed unless expressly authorized 
in writing by Vitro prior to the repair. 
 
Vitro Seating Products does exclude upholstery from this warranty, whether the material is provided by Vitro or as 
COM ( Customers Own Material ). However, warranties are often provided by the upholstery mill. All upholstery and 
laminates are subject to warranty offered by the respective manufacturer. 
 
Maintenance 
 
To ensure durability and longevity of Vitro’s product line and customer satisfaction, periodic inspection and 
maintenance is necessary. Buyers should therefore advise their clients to inspect merchandise at regular 
intervals  —  particularly the joints, welds, swivels and other points of stress as well as missing glides, screws  
or bolts, and to clean and tighten screws and bolts, and grease parts where necessary. If repair parts are  

Innovations (Lifetime) 
Legends (Lifetime) 
Spectrum (Lifetime) 
Omni (Lifetime) 
Oxford (Lifetime) 
Stacker (Lifetime)

Faculty (Varies) 
Parlor (Lifetime) 
Classic (Lifetime) 
215 (2 years) 
250 (Lifetime) 
264 (Lifetime) 

265 (2 years) 
300 (Lifetime) 
400 (Lifetime) 
500 (Lifetime) 
1500/1700/1800 (Lifetime) 
Cafe (Varies) 

Wood Chairs (1 year) 
Booths (2 years) 
Tables (2 years) 
Bases (2 years) 
Outdoor (1 year)
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needed, use only Vitro replacement parts and attachment methods. If an item shows any sign of structural  
fatigue, it should be taken out of service immediately. If covered by warranty, Vitro should be notified  
immediately. Any continued use of the product is at buyer’s risk and Vitro’s warranty will no longer be valid. 
 
Freight quotes are valid for 30 days. 
 
Freight Classes (LTL) 
Barstools ( Bases & heads packed separately )   Bases 70 / Heads 85 
Barstools ( KD )       250 
Barstools ( Set - up, except Omni, Spectrum )   250 
Barstools ( Omni & Spectrum )     (See chairs) 
Bases ( KD )       70 
Booths ( KD )       85 
Booths ( Set - up )      150 
Chairs ( 4 or more per carton )     175 
Chairs ( Less than 4 per carton )     250 
Chair Caddy       70 
Chair Dolly       70 
Chair Frames ( Nested )      175 
Costumers       85 
Fountain Stools      (See barstools) 
Seats & Backs ( Parts )      85 
Table Tops       70 
Table Bases       70

Upholstery Grades

Naugahyde Stratford   Grade 1
 
Naugahyde Rogue II   Grade 2 
Morbern Seabrook   Grade 2

Tahoe Interweave   Grade 3 
Momentum Origin   Grade 3
Naugahyde Spirit Millenium  Grade 3  
Spradling Patriot Plus   Grade 3 
Vitro Cracked Ice   Grade 3
 
Momentum Bobby   Grade 4 
Momentum Parenthesis  Grade 4 
Nassimi Seaquest   Grade 4 
Culp Tea Time    Grade 4 

 

Culp Fandango    Grade 4 
Culp Dillon    Grade 4 
Culp Gavotte    Grade 4 
Culp Critic’s Choice   Grade 4
Culp Winslow    Grade 4 
Momentum Slice   Grade 5
 
Naugahyde Zodiac   Grade 5 
Naugahyde English Pub  Grade 5 
Polaris     Grade 5

Symphony Classic   Grade 6
Symphony Glaze   Grade 6
Symphony Vintage   Grade 6
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California Proposition 65 

 Consumer Awareness

Vitro Seating Products, Inc.  now labels our products in accordance to the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic 
Enforcement Act of 1986, also known as California Proposition 65.  Prop 65 has made all manufacturers 
evaluate raw material and procedures.   Unfortunately, we as a manufacture cannot avoid Prop 65 labeling 
because of more than 800 chemicals or ingredients currently on the list.  Vitro Seating Products mainly 
provides upholstered items and we are required to label according.  

This is a statement from our vinyl suppliers Spradling International and Uniroyal Naugahyde: 

WARNING:  This product can expose you to chemicals, including diisononyl phthalate (DINP), which is 
known to the state of CA to cause cancer

Also, included on the Prop 65 list are common by-products of furniture production, such as wood dust and 
leather dust.  Again, this will encompass ALL manufactures.

A small amount of wood dust, leather dust, PVC or other elements on furniture might seem trivial to many. 
The state of California, however, has taken the issue of ingredients in consumer products to a whole new 
level with Prop 65.

Originally, the proposition was intended to protect drinking water sources from chemical contamination.  
Over the years, however, the scope of the law has increased. As the Los Angeles Times wrote recently, 
"Warnings (about Prop 65) are everywhere: parking lots, hardware stores, hospitals and just about any 
decent-sized business."

Prop 65 requires warning labels on products that may contain any of 800-plus chemicals or ingredients 
that the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) lists as a carcinogen or 
a reproductive toxicant. These include wood dust, brass and a multitude of other everyday elements. 
A flame retardant upholstery chemical currently required by the state of California to be added to 
upholstered furniture foams is now included among chemicals that require a warning under Prop 65.  
Many of the elements listed under Prop 65 are common everyday additives found in products such as 
jewelry, lamps, ceramic tableware, lead crystal glasses, electric cords, automobiles, beauty products and 
furniture.
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Because there is always a chance that wood dust or some other of the hundreds of ingredients listed in Prop 65 
could potentially be on our furniture or packing materials, we must include Prop 65 warnings on our products or 
risk large fines under this law in California. In addition, we are required to use the exact wording for this warning 
specified by California:

"This product can expose you to chemicals including diisononyl phthalate (DINP) and (Wood Dust), which is known to 
the State of California to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov/furniture."

Ideally, we would have placed these Vitro Seating Product warnings only on our furniture products being shipped to 
California. However, Vitro Seating Products, like most furniture companies, builds products and ships coast to coast. 
At the time of production, we rarely know where each item will ship. We have no alternative except to place these 
warnings on all of our furniture, whether it ends up in California or not. 

It is also important for all dealers and chain restaurants to leave the warning on the furniture when and if they are 
shipping to customers in California.

Feel free to contact our office if you need addisitonal information.

Thank you

Michael Scott
VP / National Sales Manager
Vitro Seating Products, Inc.
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